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ES-201 Examination Security Agreement Form ES-201-3 

1. Pre-Examination V)ro.,\cA vJooc\ I L T (S -/ 
I acknowledge that I have acquired specialized knowledge about the NRC licensing examinations scheduled for the week(s) of U.S// f, 7 'f/rl/lf, as of the 
date of my signature. I agree that I will not knowingly divulge any information about these examinations to any persons who have nOtbeen authorized by the 
NRC chief examiner. I understand that I am not to instruct, evaluate, or provide performance feedback to those applicants scheduled to be administered 
these licensing examinations from this date until completion of examination administration, except as specifically noted below and authorized by the NRC 
(e.g. , acting as a simulator booth operator or communicator is acceptable if the individual does not select the training content or provide direct or indirect 
feedback) . Furthermore, I am aware of the physical security measures and requirements (as documented in the facility licensee's procedures) and 
understand that violation of the conditions of this agreement may result in cancellation of the examinations and/or an enforcement action against me or the 
facility licensee. I will immediately report to facility management or the NRC chief examiner any indications or suggestions that examination security may 
have been compromised. 

2. Post-Examination 

rn To the best of my knowledge, I did not divulge to any unauthorized persons any information concerning the NRC licensing examinations administered during 
~ the week(s) of'lMw fi/r1/J~ . From the date that I entered into this security agreement until the completion of examination administration, I did not 
~ instruct, evaluate, or proJide performance feedback to those applicants who were administered these licensing examinations, except as specifically noted 
-u below and authorized by the NRC. 
Q) 
cc 
Cl> PRINTED NAME JOB TITLE I RESPONSIBILITY SIGNATURE (1) SIGNATURE (2) DATE NOTE 
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ES-403 Written Examination Grading 
Quality Checklist 

Form ES-403-1 

Date of Exam: Exam Level : RO D SRO JKj 
Item Description 

1. Clean answer sheets copied before grading 

2. Answer key changes and question deletions justified and 
documented 

3. Applicants' scores checked for addition errors 

(reviewers spot check > 25% of examinations) 

4. Grading for all borderline cases (80 ±2% overall and 70 or 80, 
as applicable, ±4% on the SRO-only) reviewed in detail 

5. All other failing examinations checked to ensure that grades 
are justified 

6. Performance on missed questions checked for training 
deficiencies and wording problems; evaluate validity of 
questions missed by half or more of the applicants 

Printed Name/Signature 

("" 

a 

a 
a 
(2_ 

0 
a 
a 

a. Grader ~t~r~,~-~::....:...~::.:..!....ll.!:~~!.LJ:::::::.::!:~~~~~tc, 

b. Facility Reviewer(*) j Qffya 

Initials 

b c 

(fl R~ 

(y ~w 

aJ ~~\,J 

(V 'fV..v 

d; ~w 

d/ ~~0 
Date 

9)¢?? 
f/tVl/1,, 

c. NRC Chief Examiner (*) t.:::r:r..i:..:.~~~~~~"-~~::::::... ?b1fio1lo 

d. NRC Supervisor (*) 

(*) The facility reviewer's signature is not applicable for examinations graded by the NRC; 
two independent NRC reviews are required . 
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ES-403 Written Examination Grading 
Quality Checklist 

Form ES-403-1 

Facility: BrtAI~ wooJ Date of Exam: 9/lw/10 Exam Level : RO fil'sRO D 
Item Description Initials 
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1. Clean answer sheets copied before grading a 211 R~\o 
2. Answer key changes and question deletions justified and 

r) ~0 documented ~ 
3. Applicants' scores checked for addition errors 

(reviewers spot check > 25% of examinations) LR '21 [4C\) 

4. Grading for all borderline cases (80 ±2% overall and 70 or 80, [)_ ~~~ as applicable, ±4% on the SRO-only) reviewed in detail OJ 
5. All other failing examinations checked to ensure that grades 

0-
~ 
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questions missed by half or more of the applicants 

Printed Name/Signature Date 

a. Grader tf'~c.-5te.nberq /~~~· ~0·~!' C(/lqj~ 
b. Facility Reviewer(') JJF"-t ¥;, .. ~kt.A'/'\-~- '1 /c..•/ ii, 

c. 
' '&/ I 

NRC Chief Examiner(*) ~~~µ) ~ \;>A-1.:ff)~___:J. M lJ~ 'T/"l-7/~\b 

d. NRC Supervisor (*) ~t1G. o'~:t·•~ ql~lll-

(*) The facility reviewer's signature is not applicable for examinations graded by the NRC; 
two independent NRC reviews are required . 
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Questions raised during Braidwood written exam 

1. Question 34 choice D reads 1Sl8801 and should read 1CV8801 

Correction was discussed and agreed to with Chief examiner and put on 

the white board for all examinees to see. 

Utility Comments on the exam 

NONE 

Eric Steinberg 

Exam Author 

Braidwood Station 

815-458-7690 or 7672 

RECE\VEO SEP 2 2 2016 
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Braidwood 15-1 NRC exam validation comments and resolutions. 

Outline 301-2 SRO; modified to include JPM h on the SRO outline and remove JPM f 
due to time constraints observed in with fin validation. 

Scenario NRC-1; update booth operator cue for event 5 to allow proper field operator 
cueing. 

Scenario NRC-3; update cueing for event 4,6 and 7 to provide simulator operator a 
reminder and answer to possible field operator requests. 

Scenario NRC-4; added DNB RCS pressure 2209 for TS call. 

JPM-a SIM-113; updated simulator setup instruction to provide instructions to prevent 
distractions from misc alarms. 

JPM-e SIM-409S; updated JPM to use a different MSR valve pair to resolve an issue 
with unwanted additional plant responses. 

JPM-i IP-101; updated cue for initial meters reading zero if asked and added a wider 
angle picture of the cabinet with the disconnect in it. 

JPM-j IP- 801; update initiating cue for the room being clear, and updated step 2 to 
have open bullets as either step is allowed per station procedures 

JPM-k IP-411; updated initiating cue for RSD panel being aligned per the procedure 
attachment, update cue to include positioner and demand signal cues, update critical 
step to include bleeding air. 

JPM RO-C0-1 R-113; updated initial conditions to clarify leak rate info is being given 
for this task, a filled out procedure was added as a key for grading. 

JPM RO-C0-2 R-102; update JPM with pictures instead of using the prefilled 
attachments and reading the numbers in the simulator. Added band to key to allow for 
variations in reading the pictured meters. 

JPM RO-EC R-204; added print grid location to the examiner note to be able to quickly 
locate the correct location. 

JPM RO-EP R-401; updated examiner initial cue and examinee material to leave the 
time blank for the candidate or evaluator to enter the time on the form before beginning 
to remove time calculation error traps. 

JPM SRO-C0-2 S-114; updated cue to remove possible leading information. 

JPM SRO-EC S-204; updated reference procedure with N/A and corrected information, 
updated cue to ensure findings are reported to the examiner once completed. 

JPM SRO- RC S-301; updated cue to give examiner the corrected set point to evaluate 
in step 4 and added balded warning to examiner initial cue to not hand out second 
procedure until cued in the JPM. 


